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Throughout the paper, D, D' will be domains in E" and /: D --+ D' a homeomorphism. We shall use the notations and the results from [2] . We denote by L(r) the set of all rings A: R(Co, C1) in E" with the following properties: 1) Cs contains the origin and a point a such that lol :1. 2) C1 contains oo and a point ä such that lål : r. ' We denote h(r): inf M(la) over all rings .4 e A(r). 
Let q -lt/a)+ 1. VnLo(xs, f ,r) 1V.H"l(rs, f ,r) 1 H"rn(f (B(ro, r))).
Hence we obtain the following inequality:
--Gl;F-= "";@(,.,,»-'
Letting , --0, we see that L(as,f)" < H"a-"p'r(rs). a) There exist e ) 0 and 6 > 0 such that for every ring A in D such that M(ta) 1e it follows that M(I.'o) < 6. b) There exist e ) 0 and 6 > 0 sucå that for every ring A in D suclt that M(l'e) 1 e, it follows that M(l a) < 6 .
Then f is K -quasiconformal, with ("., (rn-, . e ')'/tn-7)) ln(d)) n-t K('',6,n) -Proof. Suppose that Condition b) holds. Let o € (0,1) be such that lz(o) : 6, ,\ : exp((ar,-1e-r)1/(n-1)), and suppose that there exists a point c e D \ {oo U /-r(m)} such that Ilo(o,f) > ). Then we can find r ) 0 such that Lo(*,f ,r) > \t(x,f ,r) and B(f(a),Lo(a,f ,r)) c D'. We abbrevia.te Lo(r,f,r) to L, a.nd I(o,/,r) to I andlet B: f-l(A(/(r),1)), C:Cf-'(4111c;,.f";), A: R(B,C). Then M(te) > ä(o) :6 and M(t'e) : tr,,-t (tog(.f,1-r))1-". Since .to/I > exp ((c.,,-16-r;r/(z-r) ) if and only if ar,-1(log(.Dol-'))'-" ( 6, we obtain M(t') ( e and M$e) ) 6, which represents a contradiction. We proved that Ifo(r,/) S ) for every x e D and that hence, by Theorem l, f is Kquasiconformal, with K(e,6,n) : (exp(( ro-rr-')'l("-t)/s(a)))"-' . ffCorrdition a) holds, we prove the same thing for .f-1, md by [2, Corollary 13.3, p. 42 Proof. Suppose that ä(',/) is an unbounded function on D. Then there exists r* € D such that r-* *, f(r*) * *, H(**,/) > exp(2*). Let y*: f(a*) forevery m€ N. Thenwecanfind r-> 0 suchthat L(r*,f ,r*)> exp(2*)l(a*,f,r*) aln'dE(y*,f,r*) C D' for every rn € trfi. We abbreviate L(**, f ,r^) to L* and l(a^,1,r*) to I-and lel B* : f-'(g(y*,l*)) , C* : Cf-'(a@*,L^)), A*: R(B*,C*) for every rrl € N. We remark that we can choose the rings Å-such that the path families la-are separate. Then M(le^) > ä(1) and 1 wn-r log(exp(2*))L-n I an-12-* for every m e N. Let p g .lf be such that un-rD*>o2-* < 6. If we take I : U->r 14-and I' : U*>p lf,-, we see that M(l)-: D-r, M(T A^) : @ and M(f') : D*>pM(I'a)? 6, which represents a contradic-tion. _ (".r(r,,-, . e ')'/t n-1)) lg(6)) n-L
